
Are you looking for a blokey dog, one that’s happy to hang with you in the shed 

while your working on your car or just chillin’ out? One who loves to jump in the 

ute and head off for a drive with his head out the window? One you can take 

camping and doesn’t complain about not having a clean bandanna to wear or a 

plush bed to sleep on? If that sounds like your type of mate Wags is waiting for 

you!

 

Wags is a typical puppy at just over 6mths. A Wolfy/Bully/Cattle dog mix he was 

born into care when his deaf and heavily pregnant mum was rescued from the 

pound, but unlike Mum, Wags has perfect hearing.

 

He’s affectionate, clever and though he can be shy at first in new surroundings he 

soon warms up to going exploring. Wags is a smart, happy pup and loves to play 

and engage with other dogs and people.

 

Wags will happily follow you around but if you're being boring or you need your 

own space, that’s fine too he will find somewhere to chill out. 

 

Wags is highly food motivated and loves attention, he’s interested in toys, but 

food wins every time. It’s what has motivated him to learn the basics with Sit, 

Drop, Touch and has progressed to learning a few tricks like Shake and Roll Over. 

He’ll be bringing you the morning paper in no time.

 

Wags is interested in cats but only through the screen door and he is untested 

with pocket pets but heck, he is still just a pup and there are so many new things 

to experience and learn. He just needs the right best mate to show him the ropes.

 

So, come on what are you waiting for? Wags can already smell the adventures the 

two of you are going to have together.

Name

WAGS

*

DOB:

AUG 2018 

*

MALE

*

Microchipped:

YES

*

Vaccinated:

YES

*

Desexed

YES

*

Basic Training:

IN PROGRESS

*

Toilet Trained:

YES

*

Sleeps:

OUTSIDE

*

Energy Level:

LOW/MED

*

Good with...

Dogs: YES

Kids: YES 

Cats: MAYBE

 

ADOPT ME!
Meet WAGS

deafdogrescue.com.au

Wags  is currently located in Townsville, QLD

 *Interstate adoption welcome

HEAR NO EVIL - AUSTRALIAN DEAF DOG RESCUE

admin@deafdogrescue.com.au : 0497 414 632


